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2022 Fleetwood Class A RV FORTIS 32RW $145,000
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Description Selling our dream! Our 2022 like-new Fleetwood Fortis 32RW (34.5 ft in length)
Class A RV is on the market. We planned to travel extensively in our retirement but
some medical issues have come up and we're scaling back our travel plans. Our
loss is your gain! Don't wait! This model features a TON of storage both on the
exterior and interior of the rig. You can bring everything AND the kitchen sink. The
Fleetwood RV Fortis Class A gas motorhome includes: Full-Wall Slide Drop-Down
Queen Bunk King Bedroom with TV and Fireplace Full-Width Wardrobe Stackable
Washer / Dryer Exterior 50" LED TV This luxurious coach is exactly what you've
always dreamed of with a large living space that comes from the full-wall slide on
the driver's side and the RV king bed slide in the rear private bedroom. You will be
able to create all of your favorite camp meals since the kitchen on this coach
comes with a stainless steel residential refrigerator, a convection microwave, a
stainless steel farmhouse sink, and a three-burner cooktop. You will also have
plenty of entertainment choices with the bedroom 32â€ TV and fireplace, the
living room 40" LED Smart TV, and the exterior 50" LED TV. The Fleetwood Fortis
was awarded the "Top RV Debut" from RV Business and the "Best of Show-New
Unit" from RV News. Fortis has modern design features, the newest technology, a
powerful engine and chassis, and the highest quality in its construction. Some of
the features that stand out the most are the 100 watt solar panel, WiFi Ranger
Sky4, exterior entertainment center with 50" LED TV, reclining/swivel cab seats,
and the remote power/heated mirrors with turn signals and side cameras. The
Fortis also has four-point fully automatic hydraulic leveling jacks and a 14 ft
retractable awning surrounded with LED lights for evening enjoyment. We added
some upgrades including a stackable washer & dryer unit, extended WiFi
capabilities, an upgraded power brake system and a metal screen protector for
the front door. The Fortis bathroom is luxury and features a shower with tons of
natural light from the overhead skylight. This coach runs on a powerful 7.3L
Triton V8 engine, has a 25 gallon propane tank with grill attachment and a barely
used & just serviced Onan generator. A Digital Touch screen controls most
functions of the coach including heating & cooling, lights, generator, tanks usage
& capacity, etc. This Fortis is a must-see for anyone who has decided to take the
leap into Class A RV life!

Basic information Year: 2022
VIN Number: 1F66F5DN1MOA06118
Condition: Used
Length: 34
GVW: 22000
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 2
Transmission Type: Automatic
Exterior Color: Beige
Interior Color: Beige
Features: Trailer Hitch

Item address Coupeville, Washington, United States
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